existing side by side, may legitimately account in different ways for various aspects of the system's operation." For thirty-five years now, the major models have been Packer's due process and crime control models.
Models serve multiple purposes. They provide a guide to judge the actual or positive operation of the criminal justice system. Packer's crime control model suggested that most cases end in guilty pleas or prosecutorial withdrawals whereas his due process model suggested that the cases that go to trial and are appealed were the most influential. Models can also provide a normative guide to what values ought to influence the criminal law. Packer was somewhat reticent in this regard 4 , but it is clear that his crime control model was based on societal interests in security and order while his due process model was based on the primacy of the rights of the individual in relation to the state. Models of the criminal process can also describe the ideologies and discourses which surround criminal justice. The most successful models have become terms of art so that people in public discourse now debate and advocate the crime control and due process values that Packer identified. 5 At a discursive level, Packer's models have become sef-filfilling prophecies.
The new models presented in this paper are based on different conceptions of victims' rights. Like Packer's crime control and due process models, they aspire to offer positive descriptions of the operation of the criminal justice system, normative statements about values that should guide criminal justice, and descriptions of the discourses which surround criminal justice. Models based on victims' rights can thus describe phenomena such as the new political case which pits the accused against crime victims or minority and other groups associated with crime vic-3 Id. at 122.
'He warned that his models were "not labelled Is and Ought... [they] merely afford a convenient way to talk about the operation of a process whose day-to-day functioning involves a constant series of minute adjustments between the competing demands of two value systems and whose normative future likewise involves a series of resolutions of the tensions between competing claims." PACKER, THE LIMITS OF THE CRIMINAL SANCTION, supra note 1, at 153.
Packer's models have been remarkably durable and still describe important facets of the practice and politics of criminaljustice. Nevertheless, they have been persuasively criticized since they were first presented in 1964. They are now inadequate guides to describe the law and politics of criminaljustice. Empirically, normatively, and discursively, they have become impoverished. They cannot explain why women, children, minorities and crime victims claim rights to the criminal sanction and they cannot comprehend the new political case which pits due process claims, not against the community's claims to enforce morality, 9 but against the rights claims of crime victims and disadvantaged groups of potential victims. Packer's models thus cannot make any sense of contemporary debates about pornography' 0 or hate speech", influenced as they are by feminism and critical race theories which focus on the effects of such speech on disadvantaged groups. They also cannot make sense of contemporary concerns about the prevalence of sexual and domestic violence against women and children and hate crimes against minorities.
Packer's crime control model assumes that the criminal law could control crime without accounting for the fact, revealed by victimization studies, 2 that most crime victims do not report crime to the police. He assumes that punishment is necessary to control crime whereas it may achieve little in the way of general deterrence 3 and may make things worse by stigmatizing offenders and producing defiance. 4 Packer assumes that fair treatment could only be achieved through an adversarial criminal trial in which an 9Se generally PATRICK DEVLN, THE ENFORCEMENT OF MORALS (1965) . Packer fell into the camp of liberals who opposed the use of the criminal law to enforce morality. For example, he criticized prostitution laws as "an attempt to secularize an essentially moralistic judgment" and dismissed the crime of incest as opposed to rape as "imaginary". PACKER, THE LIMS OFTHE CRMIINAL SANCTION, supra note 1, at 312,328.
,See gMMy CATHARINE MACKINNON, ONLYWORDS (1993 
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accused is represented by a defense lawyer. We now know that defense lawyers rarely invoke due process rights 5 and that circlebased alternatives such as restorative justice, family conferences, and Aboriginal justice can be run without lawyers and in a procedurally fair manner that encourages participation. 16 Packer's assumptions about the conflict between crime control and due process were challenged by first the American1 7 and then the Canadian' experience which demonstrated that a due process revolution was not inconsistent with increased crime control as measured by growing prison populations. Packer assumed that due process conflicts with crime control, but new research suggests that offenders may be more law abiding if treated fairly.
19
Contrary to Packer's assumptions, fair treatment may be necessary for effective crime control and punishment may not be necessary to control crime. New models of criminal justice will have to have some foundation in present practice, as well as some normative and discursive appeal. They should be able to describe the work of legislatures, administrators, and courtsy. but not be limited by Packer's assumptions about the limited, liberal nature of governance or the central place of an adversarial system staffed by public sector professionals. New models should account for the large number of crimes that victims do not report and incorporate understandings of group rights and risks that have evolved since Packer wrote.
They could eventually become part of criminal justice discourse "' See grnermLl RICHARD and used to either emphasize the rights of crime victims and demands for punishment or the needs of crime victims for better forms of crime prevention and restorative justice. Each new model will continue, however, only to offer a partial explanation of criminal justice and its conflicting values. Punitive and nonpunitive forms of victims' rights will co-exist in different parts of the criminal justice system. Like Packer's models, victims' rights models will eventually have to be re-evaluated in light of new knowledge, practices, and politics. At present, however, punitive and non-punitive victims' rights models can explain much about the practices, norms, and discourses of criminal justice.
II. PACKER'S Two MODELS OF CRIMINALJUSnCE The most successful attempt to construct models of the criminal process was achieved by the American legal scholar, Herbert Packer. His due process and crime control models set the standard for more than a generation of observers. Many have attempted to replace or add to Packer's models,2 but none have enjoyed his success and durability. Critics2 have, however, had some success in de-constructing his models.
The essence of Packer's two models can be captured by evocative metaphors. The criminal process in the crime control model [Vol. 89
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resembles a high speed "assembly-line conveyor belt" 24 operated by the police and prosecutors. The end product of the assemblylin6 is a guilty plea. In contrast, the due process model is an "obstacle course"2 in which defense lawyers argue before judges that the prosecution should be rejected because the accused's rights have been violated. The assembly line of the crime control model is primarily concerned with efficiency while the due process model is concerned with fairness to the accused and "quality control."2 What follows are descriptions of the two abstract and dichotomized models as Packer understood them. Subsequent sections will move beyond these descriptions and place Packer's models in their historical and social contexts.
A. THE CRIME CONTROL MODEL
The crime control model looks to the legislature, as opposed to the courts, as its "validating authority" " and accepts the extensive reliance that legislatures place on the criminal sanction. The criminal sanction is assumed to be "a'positive guarantor of social freedom" and necessary for the maintenance of "public order."
28
It is employed both for the liberal purpose of protecting people and their property from harm and for the conservative purpose of promoting order and social stability.? Perhaps because he wrote without regard to victimization studies revealing that most crime is never reported to the police, let alone prosecuted, Packer assumed that efficient police investigations and prosecutions could control crime.
Given the reality of limited law enforcement resources," the criminal process must place "a premium on speed and finality." 31 This is achieved by allowing its expert administrators, the police and prosecutors, to screen out the innocent and secure "as expe- ditiously as possible, the conviction of the rest, with a minimum of occasions for challenge, let alone post-audit." 2 Most fact-finding in the crime control model is conducted by the police in the streets and station-houses, not by lawyers and judges in the courts. The police, as well as the public, s are concerned with "factual guilt," in the sense that the accused probably committed the criminal act. They are not overly concerned with "legal guilt" that could be established beyond a reasonable doubt through admissible evidence and after considering all the accused's rights and defenses.
The police are given broad investigative powers to arrest people for questioning and this is often the quickest means to establish if the suspect is factually guilty.4 The only limitations on police interrogations are those designed to ensure the reliability of the suspect's statements. " [T] he evil of a coerced confession is that it may result in the conviction of an innocent man.... It is a factual question in each case whether the accused's confession is unreliable."5 Detained people are not allowed to contact a lawyer because this will slow down the process and only benefit the guilty, who will follow their lawyer's advice not to say anything. "A lawyer's place is in court. He should not enter a criminal case until it is in court. " 3 The police should also have wide powers to conduct searches because only the factually guilty have something to hide. Illegally seized evidence should be admissible at trial. Unlike coerced confessions, guns, drugs and stolen property reveal the truth no matter how the police obtained them. m It would be a mistake to dismiss the crime control model as a thuggish model that is unconcerned with police abuse. Police misconduct should be taken seriously in disciplinary, civil and even criminal proceedings. In this respect, the crime control model embraces Dicey's idea that the rule of law is based on the -2 Id. at 160.
-" But seeAmrnella, supra note 22, at 185. The trial is not that important in the crime control model because its "center of gravity... lies in the early, administrative factfinding stages." 4 ' The prosecutor, as opposed to a judge at a preliminary hearing, "is in the best possible position to evaluate the evidence amassed by the police and decide whether it warrants holding the suspect for a determination of guilt." 42 Prosecutors, like police, can be trusted not to waste their limited time and resources on the innocent. Pre-trial detention is the rule, not only to ensure the accused's presence at trial, but to prevent future crime and to persuade the accused to plead guilty at the first opportunity. 43 Under these conditions " [i ] t is in the interest of allthe prosecutor, the judge, the defendant-to terminate without trial every case in which there is no genuine doubt about the factual guilt of the defendant."" Trial judges should happily accept guilty pleas and not inquire into the factual accuracy of the plea or whether the accused had any defenses. They should also give the accused a sentencing discount for saving resources by pleading guilty at the earliest opportunity."
Because of the ability of the police and prosecutors to screen out the factually innocent, judges and jurors should not be "haunted by the ghost of the innocent man convicted. It is an unreal dream. What we need to fear is the archaic formalism and the watery sentiment that obstructs, delays, and defeats the prosecution of crime." 6 Appeals should not be encouraged and only allowed if the accused establishes that "no reasonable trier of fact could have convicted on the evidence presented." 47 The prosecutor should also be allowed to appeal because the acquittal of a guilty person is as harmful and more likely to occur than the conviction of an innocent person.
B. THE DUE PROCESS MODEL
The due process model starts with "skepticism about the morality and utility of the criminal sanction '' 4 8 especially in relation to "victimless crimes" based on consensual transactions.4 This skepticism is based on the liberal values of "the primacy of the individual and the complementary concept of limitation on official power" 50 and concerns about the intrusive policing required to enforce drug, obscenity, and prostitution laws. Many police abuses could be prevented if the legislature did not insist on criminalizing such activities. Decriminalization would also reduce the workload of the criminal justice system and allow more time to be devoted to respecting the rights of those accused of more serious crimes. The due process model places much less emphasis on efficiency and guilty pleas than the crime control model. Its "validating authority"" 1 is the Supreme Court and the restrictions that courts interpreting the Constitution place on the state's creation and pursuit of crime.
The due process model is also concerned with equality in the sense that all accused regardless of wealth or social status should receive equal treatment by, for example, being represented by a lawyer. 52 Minorities and the poor bear the brunt of police abuse and prosecutions. S It is assumed that protecting the due process rights of all accused will protect the rights of the most disadvantaged. Perhaps because he wrote before victimization studies and feminist and critical realist scholarship documented disproportionate victimization among the disadvantaged, Packer did not consider that crime victims are also frequently from the same dis- The due process model imposes numerous restraints on the police in order to protect the rights of suspects and minimize informal fact-finding in the streets and station-houses. The police should not arrest or detain a person in order to develop their case. If there is any communication between the police and the accused, the accused should be carefully informed about the right to be silent and the right to contact counsel. " [T] here is no moment in the criminal process when the disparity in resources between the state and the accused is greater than at the moment of arrest. , 5 4 Any statements taken absent a clear and voluntary waiver by the accused of his or her rights should be excluded from a subsequent criminal trial in order to protect the accused from unfair self-incrimination.
The rationale of exclusion is not that the confession is untrustworthy, but that it is at odds with the postulates of an accusatory system of criminal justice in which it is up to the state to make its case against a defendant without forcing him to co-operate in the process, and without capitalizing on his ignorance of his legal rights.
The criminal trials of the factually guilty accused must address violations of their rights because those subject to police abuse-"the poor, the ignorant, the illiterate, the unpopular" 6 --will not, as required by the crime control model, be able to bring separate civil, disciplinary, or criminal actions. Because police and prosecutors are so concerned with short cuts, it is also necessary within the trial to "penalize, and thus label as inefficient" any violations of the accused's rights. 57 Strong "prophylactic and deterrent 5 8 exclusionary rules are necessary because much police abuse will never reach the stage of a criminal trial.
Judges at preliminary hearings must be satisfied that a pima facie case exists. "The prosecutor cannot be trusted to do this 'Id. at 168.
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screening job any more than the police can." 59 Because of the presumption of innocence and the harmful effects of pre-trial detention on the preparation of a defense, an accused should be detained awaiting trial only when absolutely necessary to ensure attendance at trial. Alternatives to cash bail should be used because "a system that makes pre-trial freedom conditional on financial ability is discriminatory. "° Neither the prosecutor nor the judge should encourage guilty pleas by offering deals to an accused who pleads guilty. 61 "A criminal trial should be viewed not as an undesirable burden but rather as the logical and proper culmination of the process." 62 The criminal trial is concerned not with factual guilt, but with whether the prosecutor can establish legal guilt beyond a reasonable doubt on the basis of legally obtained evidence. Only defense lawyers and appointed judges can be relied upon to appreciate the importance of legal guilt. 63 Because of the concern about even minor risks of convicting the innocent, the accused should have wide rights of appeal. Appellate courts should reverse convictions whenever trial judges failed to protect the accused's rights. "The reversal of a criminal conviction is a small price to pay for an affirmation of proper values and a deterrent example of what will happen when those values are slighted."6 4 Just as the legislature sets the tone by criminalizing much conduct in the crime control model, the Supreme Court is the most important institution in the due process model because it defines the legal rights and remedies of the accused.0
Ill. THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF PACKER'S MODELS Although Packer's models have had remarkable durability, they are a product of the time and place in which they were conceived. Writing in the 1960's in the United States, Packer be- 67 In less than a decade, the Warren Court fundamentally changed the rules of the game and moved the American criminal justice system in the direction of due process.
In 1961, the Warren Court imposed on the states the exclusionary rule, which rendered unconstitutionally seized evidence inadmissible in criminal trials. 6 ' The exclusionary rule was intended to deter constitutional violations by removing the incentive for police to disregard the Constitution. 69 Courts excluded involuntary confessions not on the crime control ground that they might be unreliable, but because they infringed the accused's rights and were obtained through police misconduct.7 0 The Warren Court also regulated the ability of police to conduct searches incident to arrest;" obtain search warrants;7 engage in electronic surveillance;7 and conduct investigative stop-and-frisk searches. 74 Defense counsel play a key role in the due process model and Packer believed the Warren Court's most significant decision was Gideon v. WainwrighP which required the states to provide defense counsel to those charged with felonies who could not afford to hire their own lawyer. The famous Mirandad 6 rules required that the police inform suspects subject to custodial interrogation of their right to counsel, including publicly funded counsel. Failure to provide these warnings or allow an accused to, obtain a lawyer 
would result in the exclusion of even trustworthy confessions. The Miranda rules were designed to protect the right against selfincrimination which was extended from the court house to the station house. Miranda was so controversial that Congress unsuccessfully attempted to overrule it.77
The Warren Court affected criminal trials by imposing speedy trial obligations on the states; 7 8 requiring prosecutors to disclose exculpatory evidence to the accused;" and holding that the accused's silence at trial could not be used as evidence of guilt. 0 Proceedings designed to discover the best interests ofjuvenile delinquents were affected by rulings that young people had the same due process rights as adults. This included protection against self-incrimination, the right to be represented by counsel, the right to confront and cross-examine witnesses 8 ' and the right to have guilt proved beyond a reasonable doubt." The Warren Court was concerned with protecting the accused from the state's power in the streets, station houses, and courthouses.
Packer recognized that the due process promoted by the United States Supreme Court was fragile. It required "constant attention" s from the courts and even minor changes in judicial personnel or attitudes would make a difference. Legislatures would not support due process because "reform in the criminal process has very little political appeal" and "[e]very significant move in the Due Process direction" would be "greeted with dire predictions about an imminent breakdown in the criminal process." Packer was confident, however, that because they were based on the "high ground of the Constitution", due process decisions could not be overruled by the legislature.84
BAxER, supra note 67, at 207-08; seegenerally, BRADiE, The year that Packer's major work was published, Congress enacted the aptly named Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act that attempted to overrule Miranda and was "designed more to chastise the Supreme Court than to improve the law."" Courts largely ignored the parts of this law which purported to overrule the Warren Court's constitutional rulings, but it did indicate that the tide of public sentiment was against the due process model and that politicians remained committed to crime control.
Shortly before his death in 1972, Packer conceded that the due process revolution in the United States had failed. He recognized that empirical studies suggested that even the robust exclusionary rules created in Mapp and Miranda "change nothing." 6 To the end, however, he maintained his faith in decriminalization and argued that "we can never effect changes in the criminal process until we limit and thereby decrease the case load that afflicts all the instruments of the criminal process." 7 Packer hoped that due process would encourage legislatures to place less reliance on the criminal sanction especially with respect to abortion, incest, bigamy, gambling, public drunkenness, homosexuality, narcotics, pornography, and prostitution, all of which he believed were "victimless" crimes. Because these crimes involved "consensual transactions,"8 they required the police to engage in entrapment, electronic surveillance, searches, and interrogations. The police were the most intrusive and visible, "when they are doing their least important" work."' In advocating decriminalization of such crimes, Packer reflected much liberal thought of the time. 9 With the exception of abortion and gambling, most of Packer's argu-ON THE CRIMnALJUSUCE SysTEM (Jamie Cameron ed. 1996); Guido Calabresi, Foreword: ments for decriminalization did not win the day and today seem dated and insensitive in light of new understandings of harms and risks and skepticism about whether disadvantaged individuals genuinely consent to such activities.
Packer's models also seem outdated today because they ignore crime victims. 91 Packer wrote before victimization studies revealed high levels of unreported crime and he assumed that efficiency in processing the minority of cases reported to the police would actually control crime. Of all the crime victims that Packer neglected, the most influential have been women. 9 2 Packer failed to include women in more important ways than his constant use of the masculine pronoun. He wrote at a time when sexual and domestic violence against women and children was publicly ignored and seen as a private matter. Feminism only emerged as a powerful intellectual and political force after Packer had articulated his models and this should be considered in any evaluation of his work.
IV. CRrTCISMS OF PACKER'S MODELS
Packer's work has attracted significant criticism. His due process model appears to be empirically irrelevant in most cases and critical theorists argue that instead of restraining the state, the illusion of due process enables and legitimates crime control. Others have suggested that due process is all too real and by hindering crime control harms the disadvantaged. 93 Some critics have argued that Packer's two models are united by liberal, adversarial assumptions which limit creative thinking about criminal justice.' The models also fail to take account of new knowledge about crime victimization and new concerns about crime victims. " Griffiths, supra note 8, at 395-96.
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A. THE EMPIRICAL IRRELEVANCE OF DUE PROCESS: THE PROCESS IS THE PUNISHMENT
Empirical researchers are suspicious of attempts to reduce the complexities of the criminal process to rational goals such as crime control or due process. Malcolm Feeley has argued that "any analysis of organizational behavior must be open-ended enough to identify and deal with the multiplicity of goals, values, and incentives of the various actors comprising the system. To do otherwise is likely to lead into the trap of reification and away from social theory."9 Many empirical studies have illustrated that police, prosecutors, judges, and defense counsel share common organizational interests that defy the contrasting ideologies of crime control and due process. These professionals are bureaucrats who habitually co-operate to maximize their own organizational interests, not warriors for crime control or due process. This does not make the fact that we think they are such warriors insignificant.
Due process is irrelevant in minor cases because "the cost of invoking one's rights is frequently greater than the loss of the rights themselves, which is why so many defendants accept a guilty plea without a battle."9 Due process rights "function largely as hollow symbols of fairness or at best as luxuries or reserves to be called upon only in big, intense, or particularly difficult cases." 97 Defense lawyers frequently recommend guilty pleas in order to secure the most efficient and lenient disposition for their clients. 98 Organizationally, they are agents of crime control who only rarely challenge the admissibility of evidence and launch appeals.9
These empirical accounts of the operation of the criminal process confirm Packer's sense that in most cases, the criminal process operates as a crime control assembly line culminating in the guilty plea. What would have surprised Packer is that defense lawyers,judges, and the accused, his agents of due process, all find 9Feeley, supra note 22, at 415. guilty pleas to be in their own interests. This empirical research suggests that, at best, there are "two tiers of justice." 1°' Packer's models retain their utility, but due process begins to look like a thin, shiny veneer that dresses up the ugly reality of crime control.
B. THE IDEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF DUE PROCESS: DUE PROCESS IS FOR CRIME CONTROL
If due process appears irrelevant to so many empirical researchers, this begs the question of its ideological or political function. For many critics, the answer is that "due process is for crime control." 10 This is a catchy slogan, but one that must be carefully unpacked because it means different things at different times to even the same people. 0 2 Due process can be for crime control because the formal law created by legislatures and courts enable police and prosecutors to exercise broad and discretionary powers. Doreen McBarnet found that the procedural law of England and Scotland did not embrace the due process values articulated by Packer, but rather authorized the police and prosecutorial discretion associated with crime control 0 Richard Ericson drew similar conclusions in his study of the formal and informal powers of patrol officers and detectives in Canada before the 1982 enactment of a constitutional bill of rights.' 4 The law was expansive, vague or silent about the limits of police power and "even in the rare instances where the police introduce evidence in court which is judged to have been obtained as a result of an illegal search, the evidence is still admis-'" MCBAa-r, supra note 23, at 123.
' I. at 156. See also PATRIcIA CARLEN, MAGLSTRATFS' JuS'rcE 42 (1976) ; ERICSON & BA ANHx, supra note 15, at 223.
'02 Doreen McBarnet was explicit about this when she stated: "The vague notion of 'due process' or 'the law in the books' in fact collapses two quite distinct aspects of law into one: the general principles around which the law is discussed-the rhetoric of justice-and the actual procedures and rules by which justice or legality are operationised." MCBARNET, supra note 23, at 6. Richard Ericson similarly noted that: "[the model of due process in opposition to crime control is salient primarily in the discourse of the public culture. In the control culture of statutes, case law, and the work of legal agents, 'due process is for crime control.'" RIcHARD V. ERICSON, THE CONSTIrTuON OF LEGAL INEQUAIrXy 28 (1983) .
0 ' See genera!/y MCBARNET, supra note 23.
sible because of the lack of an exclusionary rule."' 5 Law was "enabling" and "explicitly for crime control" because it gave police and detectives great discretion and was formulated for their "pragmatic use and benefit." 1°6
These conclusions about the operational content of the law would not surprise or threaten Packer. The United Kingdom and pre-Charter Canada did not have a constitutional Bill of Rights or a tradition ofjudicial activism, both key elements of the due process model. Packer would expect that the adoption of a constitutional bill of rights would allow the courts to infuse the operational content of the law with due process, but would recognize that legislatures would still pass laws to enable police and prosecutors to pursue crime control. The discovery of crime control values in the formal law is not, however, trivial, and Packer can be criticized for ahistorically ignoring that before the Warren Court, many American courts embraced crime control.' 07 As Mike McConville et al. noted, due process and crime control are both embedded in fundamental legal principles. 0 8 This means that troubling police practices can be legitimated by "a legal rhetoric" that is "expressive of crime control values." 1°9 Crime control is an ideology that appeals to legislators and some judges, as well as a description of how the police and courts operate.
Due process is also said to be for crime control because it helps legitimate the imposition of the criminal sanction. Due process refers here not so much to the operational content of the law, but to the "rhetoric ofjustice" 1 0 or the "rhetoric of reform.""' '0 ERICSON, MAK[NG CRIME, supra note 104, at 15 "6 Ik at 11. ' 
1'
The rhetoric of justice is based on an ideology of legality. Hence Professor McBarnet's oft-quoted phrase:
Legality requires that officials be governed by law, the law is based on post hoc decisions. Legality requires each case to be judged on it own facts; the law makes previous convictions grounds for defining behaviour as an offence. Legality requires incriminating evidence as the basis for arrest and search; the law allows arrest and search in order to establish it. Legality embodies individual civil rights against public or state interests; the law makes state and the public interest ajustification for ignoring civil rights. This idealized and publicly consumed version of the law supports crime control by creating the illusion that accused are treated fairly and have every opportunity to exercise their rights in the due process obstacle course. In reality, however, the passive and dependent accused is processed along the crime control assembly line. Packer would have been surprised and threatened by this purported relation between due process and crime control. He believed that due process would, however imperfectly, restrain crime control, not legitimate it.
The critical claim that due process is consistent with crime control is quite persuasive. In Canada, prison populations increased dramatically at a time when the Supreme Court imposed significant due process restrictions on police and prosecutors." In the United States, due process standards have not slowed the war on drugs or rising prison populations." 5 The only question is whether prison populations would be even higher without due process." 4 Prison capacities, however, seem to be a more plausible restraint on prison growth than infrequently imposed due process remedies such as the exclusion of evidence. [Vol. 89
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The critical claim that due process has legitimated crime control is more problematic. It is one thing to accept that due process will not empty the jails or even restrain prison growth, but it is quite another to suggest that the crime control business would not have boomed in the absence of due process. The media imperfectly transmits due process decisions for public consumption. When publicized, due process decisions seem to offend public sensibilities by creating the impression that the courts allow the factually guilty to go unpunished. As Packer recognized, due process decisions are fragile and subject to subtle judicial and legislative revision. Due process decisions constitute an indirect and somewhat strange way to legitimate the criminal sanction to the public.
Critics who claim that due process has legitimated crime control often ignore the role that victims' rights play in legitimating the criminal sanction and giving crime control a new and powerful human and rights-bearing face. Because he defines the disadvantaged in class terms, Michael Mandel 1 6 does not emphasize the ability of politicized, post-materialise 1 7 groups such as feminists and crime victims to lobby for and legitimate increased crime control. Victims' rights legitimate the criminal sanction more directly and emotionally than due process. Although some victims' rights initiatives are vulnerable to judicial review, they are generally more stable than due process initiatives because they often originate from populist advocacy and result in legislative and administrative reform. The contingency, fragility and controversial nature of due process makes it difficult to see it as an elaborate legitimation technique, especially when compared to victims' rights.
8 SeeMANDEL, supra note 18, at 239-40. 
C. THE LIMITED LIBERAL AND ADVERSARIAL VISION OF PACKER'S MODELS
Packer's due process and crime control models have been criticized for their procedural and political assumptions. They were designed to operate "within the framework of contemporary American society" 18 and assumed an adversarial system, even though most of the world employs inquisitorial procedures. This has political as well as procedural implications. The adversarial system is based on a vision of a reactive state that is only concerned with settling discrete disputes as opposed to an activist state which attempts to "manage the lives of people and steer society."" 9 Victims' rights initiatives can move the state beyond its minimalist position and result in attempts by the state to manage risks and harms and redress feelings of insecurity, alienation and disrespect among crime victims and potential victims of crime.
Packer conceived of rights in a traditional liberal manner as a negative check on government. They were to protect the individual from the state and remedies were limited to the "sanction of nullity" 120 in which evidence was excluded and prosecutions rejected. He did not imagine rights as a positive guarantee of security or equality or conceive the criminal sanction as a remedy required to respect the rights of victims and potential victims of crime. The limited vision of Packer's models did not go unnoticed at the time he wrote. In 1970, John Griffiths criticized Packer for operating within the "prevailing ideology" of liberal, American legal thought. 1 2 ' Packer's models were united in their assumption that individuals had interests opposed to those of the state and the community. They only differed in whether the individual or the state had the upper hand.
Griffiths presented a third "family" model that assumed that the state and the accused, like a parent and child, had common interests if only because they continued to live together after punishment.
2 2 The needs of the accused were more important than [Vol. 89
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his or her rights and the state was assumed to act in good faith.'" The closest example of this "family" model were juvenile delinquent acts which allowed the state to pursue the child's best interests in a parental manner. 12 4 John Braithwaite has returned to Griffiths' family model as a source of inspiration for his influential model of re-integrative shaming through informal, non-punitive and non-adversarial interventions which shame offenders for their crimes, but offer support and re-integration through families and communities.'2 Braithwaite criticizes the crime control model for taking disputes out of the hands of offenders, victims and the larger community: "The assembly-line justice of contemporary court systems puts insufficient emphasis on reprobation in its preoccupation with efficient dispensing of formal sanctions."26 He supports due process as an option, but suggests that the interests of offenders and victims are not fundamentally at odds and that lawyers and judges should not appropriate disputes from offenders, victims, and their families and their communities. 1 2 The family model of juvenile justice is now being re-invigorated through contemporary interest in family conferencing, restorative justice, and victim-offender reconciliation.
Both Griffiths' and Braithwaite's work owe important debts to Aboriginal justice which most clearly and eloquently reveals the liberal and adversarial assumptions of Packer's models. Drawing on his study of dispute resolution among the Cheyenne, 8 Karl 12 Id. "'I" at 388. This parental approach was, however, subject to due process challenges.
See supra notes 81-82. Much anthropological work of this era is justifiably suspect because of its value assumptions that non-western cultures were "primitive." Nevertheless, much work by Aboriginal commentators has defined the difference between Aboriginal and western concepts of justice in similar terms by stressing the emphasis placed on healing and restorative justice within Aboriginal justice in contrast with the emphasis placed on rights and adversarial relations in western models of criminal justice.
For example, the Manitoba Aboriginal Justice Inquiry has observed that "[i]n the Ojibway concept of order, when a person is wronged it is understood that the wrongdoer must repair the order and harmony of the community by undoing the wrong." REPORT OF THE ABORIGINAL JUSTICE INQUHW OF M NOBA, VOLUME 1: THE JuSI E SYSIEM AND Llewellyn was perhaps the first commentator to contrast "parental" and "arm's length" models of criminal justice. In the parental model, "the officials will drum up evidence" for the accused because "[t]hey want to find him innocent; he is part of their team." 1 If the accused is factually guilty, the trial is concerned with the restoration of the offender with the victim and the community, not the isolation and punishment of the offender. "Its purpose is... to bring the erring brother, now known to be such, to repentance, to open confession and to reintegration with the community of which he was and still is regarded as an integral part."'" A parental model of criminal justice rejects Packer's assumption that the individual and the state have fundamentally opposed interests. ABORIGINAL PEOPLE 86 (1991) . Mary Ellen Turpel has stressed the parental role of elders in Aboriginal justice by stating that
[e]iders do notjudge. They see the whole person and find ways (through stories, meditations, prayers and ceremonies) of helping an individual understand the shortcomings or problems that led to anti-sodal acts. They focus on harmony, rehabilitation, reintegration of an offender into the family, clan and community-not on guilt. 448 (1962) . " & at 448 (emphasis in original). Judge Murray Sinclair has explained that "[tihe primary meaning of justice' in an Aboriginal society would be that of restoring peace and equilibrium to the community through reconciling the accused with his or her own conscience and with the individual or family that is wronged." Murray Sinclair, Aboriginal Peoples, Justice and the Law, in CONTNUING POUNDMAKE'S AND RI'S QUEST 178 (Richard Gosse et al. eds., 1994) . This definition includes both restorative justice and healing. Sometimes more stress is placed on restoring harmony, sometimes more on healing. Official discussions of Aboriginal justice tend to emphasize restorative justice in part because of the world-wide movement towards restorative justice and the involvement of spirituality in the complex process of healing. See &g., REPORT 214 (1996) . The arm's length model of criminal justice was more distrustful than the parental model of officials at the start, but more punitive in the end. The offender was protected by rights, but was not considered as part of the team. The distrust of offidals resulted in a formal trial "before a tribunal artificially sterilized of knowledge of the facts, under a procedure which rigidly eliminates a great deal of relevant evidence." 131 This arm's length model was consistent with Packer's due process model. Family models of justice and Aboriginal justice reveal Packer's assumptions of an adversarial criminal process and a liberal reactive state. New models might approach criminal justice with less emphasis on professional and adversarial conflict between the accused and the state and more emphasis on reconciling offenders, victims, 32 their families, and their communities.
D. PACKER'S NEGLECT OF THE RISK OF VICTIMIZATION
Packer wrote before victimization studies documented widespread under-reporting of crime to the police and the pervasive risk of crime. Victimization studies assisted the victims' rights movement by providing "the ammunition of concrete data, generated by a government department, to back up rhetorical claims about the seriousness of the problem."1 3 Packer's data set was police-reported crime statistics, and he assumed that better dearance rates would control crime. Victimization studies challenged this assumption by demonstrating that the crime control activities of police and prosecutors only affected a minority of crimes. In many cases, victims were aware that contacting the police about crimes was useless and some feared they would be re-victimized by 'LLEwEYN, supra note 129, at 445. "'Patricia Monture-Okanee and Mary Ellen Turpel have argued that "no victims' right movement is necessary in an Aboriginal system ofjustice because the victim would never be forgotten in the first place if the system was operating according to custom" and that "the victim is not brushed aside in the quest for punishment. It is only by focusing on the victim and the offender and considering how they can heal and be reintegrated into the community that the needs of the people are served." Patricia A. The high rate of unreported crime in victimization surveys is subject to different interpretations. It can be construed as a sign that the criminal justice system has failed and is insensitive to crime victims and particular groups who are disproportionately exposed to some or all crimes. This interpretation has inspired reforms which attempt to increase the reporting and prosecution of sexual and domestic assaults.'3 M Realist criminologists also note that victimization studies suggest that the economically disadvantaged suffer crime disproportionately. The disproportionate victimization of African Americans' s is also starting to play a more important role in debates about criminal justice. More generally, victimization studies can provide evidence of a great unsatisfied demand for the criminal sanction and a damning critique of the inadequacy of the present system. When risk is expanded into the fear of crime (which is also being increasingly measured), victimization surveys may be laying the basis for non-diminishing demands for arrests, prosecutions, and criminal justice reform. The failure of these state-based crime control activities to control most crime, as well as limits to which an adversarial and punitive system can be victim sensitive, may be a recipe for unending dissatisfaction.
On the other hand, unreported crime can be seen as a sign of legal pluralism which can trigger informal and non-state-based re-"' A 1993 Canadian victimization survey found that 90% of sexual assaults, 68% of assaults, 53% of robberies, 54% of vandalism, 48% of motor vehicle theft or attempted theft and 32% of break and enters or attempted break and enters were never reported to the police. The researchers concluded that "for the most part, the reasons for nonreporting appear to relate to the perceived usefulness of reporting. Generally speaking, victims who did not report the incident to the police saw the event as one that was best dealt with another way, that was too minor to report, or that they thought the police could not do anything about." Rosemary Gartner & Anthony Doob, Trends in Cririnal Vctimization 1988 -93,, 14JUmsTAT 4 (1994 . 312-14 (1997) .
I" See generallyJULUAN
[Vol. 89 actions to crimes. Victims who do not report crimes to the public police may nevertheless be taking their own actions to deal with the crime, including the administration of informal sanctions and preventive actions. Crime victims are already more likely to seek compensation from their insurance companies than through state-based compensation or restitution schemes 1 m Those with sufficient resources may find that private police, who are not bound by due process standards or the need to produce convictions, are more useful in preventing crime and limiting losses than the public police.' 9 The knowledge that the risk of crime is pervasive and unmanageable through traditional crime control strategies may push victims' rights advocates towards new forms of governance. These include neo-liberal responses such as target hardening, neighborhood watch, surveillance, risk profiling, and insurance. 4 In other contexts, it may lead to the regulation of "soft targets" who can help prevent crime 4 1 or a more fundamental re-examination of the way male identities and sexualities result in sexual violence towards women and children. ' These new forms of governance range the political spectrum in their respective dependence on individuals, corporations and communities, but they are all united in placing less reliance on the criminal sanction and punishment.
Victimization surveys can be seen as another measurement of a risk society' 4 in which we can measure, but cannot fully control risks. The failure to control crime is often seen as a particularly salient form of government failure and not often assimilated with the greater risks of accidents and disease. The increased risk that the disadvantaged-women, children, minorities-will suffer crimes and/or imprisonment has been joined with rights discourse to produce a new language of victims' rights. Groups will use their disproportionate exposure to documented risks to make new demands on the criminaljustice system. The risk of crime victimization is now measured and known and should be integrated into new models of criminal justice. Victims' rights models will be more aligned with the activist state "Id. at 23, 176. '"A British Columbia policy encouraging arrests in cases of spousal assaults is prefaced with the statistical information that an average of two women every week were killed by their partners. Researchers and professionals working with assaulted women estimate that each year one in eight women, living in a relationship with a man, will be assaulted. In addition, research indicates that as many as 35 violent episodes may have occurred before a women seeks police intervention. [Vol. 89 and its desire to manage risk and to recognize group and positive rights. At the same time, old paradigms die hard. One of the dangers of victims' rights is that it will replicate Packer's crime control assumption that the criminal sanction controls crime and now risk. New knowledge about risk of crime can produce an unending demand for the criminal sanction and criminal justice reform. The risk of crime will always be easier to calculate than to control. Attempts to achieve zero risk through zero tolerance may produce unending dissatisfaction, as well as conflict with due process claims. At the same time, however, this new knowledge about the failure of the criminal law to control the pervasive risk of crime could de-center the criminal sanction as a means to prevent and to respond to crime. Victims' rights can move toward the criminal sanction and reformulate Packer's crime control model by adding considerations of rights and risks. At the same time, however, victims' rights could move away from reliance on the criminal sanction, but without relying on Packer's confident assertion that much crime was victimless.
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V. NEW MODEIS OF VICTIMS' RIGHTS
The two new models of victims' rights presented in this paper are a punitive model of victims' rights which relies upon the criminal sanction and punishment, and a non-punitive model of victims' rights which stresses crime prevention and restorative justice. Like Packer's obstacle course due process model and assembly line crime control model, these models can also be summed up by evocative metaphors. The punitive model of victims' rights can be represented as a roller coaster. It preserves the linear orientation of the crime control and due process models as it moves towards trials, appeals, and punishments, but the ride is bumpier because of the well-documented failure of the criminal sanction to control crime and respect victims and new political cases which pit due process claims against victims' rights claims. The nonpunitive model of victims' rights is represented by a circle which symbolizes successful crime prevention ihrough family and community-building and successful acts of restorative justice. Both crime prevention and restorative justice can draw individuals together as a community. The non-punitive model is more holistic and can merge into general issues of health, well-being, and social justice, whereas the punitive model promotes the criminalization and legalization of these issues. "
A. THE PUNITIVE MODEL OF VICTIMS' RIGHTS: A ROLLER COASTER MODEL
This model combines the crime control assembly line and the due process obstacle course to create a roller coaster. It is in a state of constant crisis as it responds to the inadequacies of crime control to protect and serve victims, as revealed by victimization studies and accounts of crime victims being re-victimized by the adversarial process. It is also in crisis because of the perceived need to defend the criminal sanction from due process challenges. Normatively, it asserts the rights of crime victims and potential victims of crime as worthy of respect. The punitive model of victims' rights thus features the new political case in which the rights of victims and potential victims are pitted against the accused's due process rights. 9 The defense of the criminal sanction in the new political case frequently replicates the crime control assumption that the criminal law can control crime. Demands by groups of victims and potential victims for the criminal sanction often focus on the equal protection of the criminal law, as opposed to the quality of that protection. 150 Victimization studies revealing high levels of unreported crime play an important role. Each new victimization study confirms the failure of the existing system. Along with reports of victims being treated badly in the existing system, this produces strong demands for criminal justice reform. There may be some recognition of the need for other social, economic, and cultural reforms to reduce crime, but these are less symbolically satisfying and more difficult to achieve. The punitive model places the " The legalization of politics reflects a process in which legal debates in courts and rights claims dominate political and legislative debate. See, eg., MANDEL, supra note 18, at 61-64. In my view, legalized politics are often derived from the criminalization of politics which refers to a process in which social, economic, cultural, and political problems are addressed primarily through criminal law reform. SeeFLr-cHER, supra (1994) .
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criminal justice system under constant pressure to improve itself to encourage victims to report their crimes, to prevent revictimization within the criminal process, and to respond to high levels of victimization. Unlike the crime control model, good clearance and conviction rates for the minority of crimes reported to police are no longer enough.
There is much less deference to legislators, police, and prosecutors than in the crime control model. Petitions and advocacy may be used to jump start the legislative process. Police and prosecutors may find their work subject to critical scrutiny not only from the accused, but from victims and their representatives. Victims demand their rights to protection and solicitude from legislators and criminal justice professionals in strong and sometimes emotional terms. Victims' bills of rights attempt to match the rights given to the accused, and there are demands that the rights of victims have the same constitutional status as the rights of the accused. 15 ' Demands by crime victims and their supporters for standing in the criminal trial can disrupt the efficiency of a crime control assembly line designed to encourage the accused and the prosecutor to agree to a guilty plea. Plea bargaining, despite its centrality in the crime control model, is suspect because it does not include victims or meet their expectations. The assertion of rights, as represented by victims' bills of rights and victims' claims to constitutional security, participatory, and equality rights, encourages the expression of grievances, both at crime, and the state's treatment of crime victims.
There are some significant similarities between the crime control model and punitive forms of victims' rights. They both "' The President's Task Force on Victims of Crime proposed a constitutional amendment that would have provided crime victims the right to be present and to be heard at all critical stages of criminal proceedings. SeePREsIENT's TASKFORCE ONVICTIMs OF CRimE, FINAL REPORT 114-15 (1982) [hereinafter FINAL REPORT] . Many state constitutions give crime victims rights to notices of various proceedings and rights to participate in the proceedings. In 1996, a victims' rights amendment was introduced in the United States Senate. It would have provided crime victims with the right to be informed of and to be present at proceedings; to be heard at sentencing including the right to object to a previously negotiated plea; to be informed of the offender's release or escape, to a speedy trial free from unreasonable delay, full restitution from the convicted offender, reasonable measures to protect the victim from violence or intimation from the accused and notice of the victim's rights. S.J. Res. 52, 104th Cong. (1996) . focus on factual as opposed to legal guilt. It is the commission of the criminal act as reported by victims to researchers or the police, not the state's ability to prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt or compliance with legal rights, which defines victimization. Support for victims, not faith in the expert judgment of police and prosecutors, produces the operational presumption of guilt that Packer associated with the crime control model. A punitive victims' rights model tends to divide people into the dichotomous categories of victims and perpetrators while recognizing that in a few cases the accused may fall into the former category. There is a tendency to stress the innocence of victims and the guilt of offenders. 52 The punitive mindset, as well as a desire to avoid all appearances of blaming the victim, tends to downplay the overlap in the population and behavior of some victims and offenders. Crime prevention may be suspect to the extent that it suggests that victims bear any responsibility for the crime.' 5 Restorative justice is rejected because of concerns that victims should not have to face offenders and fears that it places too much emphasis on the offender's rehabilitation.'-A punitive victims' rights model resembles the crime control model by assuming that the enactment of a criminal law, prosecution, and punishment controls crime. Some victims' advocates demonstrate the same enthusiasm for the criminal sanction that characterizes the crime control model'-' This may represent the REPORT, supra note 151, at 11. " The President's Task Force on Crime Victims has proposed legislation to make it easier to deny bail, to abolish parole, and to abolish the exclusionary rule for search and seizure violations. In this report, victims' rights were almost always for crime control and there was no discussion of crime prevention or restorative justice. The crime control orientation of this report is symbolized by its recommendation that school officials be guilty of a misdemeanour if they did not report drug and violence offenses to the police. See FINAL REPoRT, supra note 151, at 31-32. A Canadian federal/provincial task force on crime victims published its report a year later. It took a more European and less punitive approach by emphasizing the needs of victims for services and restitution and by not [Vol. 89 capture of victims' rights by professionalized interests in crime controlss or the domination of victims' advocacy groups by those who have experienced the most serious of crimes. The nature of criminal justice politics, which are often mobilized by well publicized and horrible cases of violence, lead some to conclude that it is "unrealistic to expect victim advocacy to spearhead the movement toward re-integrative shaming." 1 5 7 Victim advocacy is often focused on creating new criminal laws in the hope that they will prevent future victimization. Feminist reforms of sexual assault laws and new laws targeting the sexual abuse of children are designed not only to protect the privacy and integrity of victims, but to make convictions easier to obtain. Victim impact statements and victim involvement at sentencing and parole hearings are often directed towards greater punishment. Much more directly than due process, victims' rights can enable and legitimate crime control.
Like the crime control model, punitive forms of victims' rights oppose due process claims because they divert attention from factual guilt and allow the criminal to go free. The important difference, however, is that due process claims are countered with claims that victims and groups of potential victims have rights that deserve respect and not the less convincing arguments that police and prosecutors made relatively minor mistakes or that due process will threaten public order. In California and some other states, victims' bills of rights have included provisions to limit the exclusionary rule."" Women's groups and other equality seekers have expressed concern that due process decisions will frustrate the reporting and prosecution of some crimes. 5 9 As in the crime being concerned with challenging the accused's due process protections. See FEDERAL/PROVINaALTASKFORCE ONJUSTICE FORVICTIMS OF CRIME, TASKFORCE REPORT 8, 10-11 (1983) . control model, there is resistance to vindicating the accused's due process fights in the criminal trial of a factually guilty accused. The resistance in the punitive victims' rights model is stronger, however, because it is undertaken in the name of the rights of crime victims.
Many of the most significant episodes in recent criminal justice politics have involved clashes between those who assert due process rights and those who assert the security, participatory and equality rights of crime victims and potential victims. Before the 1980's, the political case was fought between the state and the individual. The state asserted its powers and claims to enforce the community's morality against the accused's claims to represent the individual and freedom. Conservatives sided with the state'o while liberals, such as Packer, sided with the accused. The new political case is fundamentally different. The accused still claims to represent the individual and freedom, but now the state and victims invoke the rights of crime victims and potential victims. The new political case does not ignore victims, but it promotes a clash between their rights and those of the accused while reproducing the crime control assumption that the criminal sanction controls crime.
The punitive model of victims' rights also challenges Packer's idea of victimless crimes based on speech or consensual transactions. Packer's claims about the presence of consent and absence of victims have been vigorously contested. His work was done before feminism became a major intellectual and political force. Although most feminists supported Packer's belief that abortion should be decriminalized, they did so for different reasons. Their concern was not so much difficulty of enforcement or even liberty, but equality for women. This concern could justify the use of restrictions on the admissibility of the complainant's prior sexual history, recognizing a defense of extreme intoxication to crimes of assault and sexual assault and recognizing a right of the accused to disclosure of complainants' medical records were all in short order met with legislative replies that altered the Court's decision and stressed the rights of women and children as victims and potential victims of sexual violence. See Regina v. Seaboyer [1991] SSe, e.g., DEVLN, supra note 9.
the criminal sanction to protect women from pro-life protests. Some feminists vigorously contested Packer's claims that prostitution and pornography were consensual and victimless. 6 ' Some critical race theorists also argue that hate speech produces vicdms. 6 1 Without any theory about unequal power in society, Packer did not question the genuineness of consent or the effect of crime on disadvantaged groups. Since the time he wrote, harm has been expanded to include the risk of future violence, psychological harm produced by anxiety and fear and contributions to unequal social relations. In addition, victimization studies have made clear that disadvantaged groups, such as African Americans, are disproportionately victimized by crime. 163 It can no longer be assumed, as Packer did, that due process decisions will advance equality and protect the most disadvantaged.
Expanded understandings of harm also implicated the role of the state. Packer's individualistic, liberal assumptions about the limited, adversarial role of the state have been challenged. Victimization studies and other measures of risk society have been used to demand that the state better manage security. Because of fiscal restraint and skepticism about social welfare reforms, however, many demands for state activism in the 1980's and 1990's were channeled into the criminal process. The punitive model of victims' rights can promote a criminalization of politics in which social, economic, cultural and political problems are primarily addressed through the use of the criminal sanction. Reformed sexual assault laws and mandatory prosecution of spousal abuse can be the primary response to the subordination of women; reform of laws against the sexual abuse of children can be offered as the primary response to the sexualization and neglect of children; hate crime legislation can be offered as the punitive and symbolic "'t See MACKINNON, supra note 10, at 206-07. L. REV. 2320 REV. , 2322 REV. -23 (1989 . Packer was concerned about equality, but writing in the height of the civil rights era, he assumed that the Warren Court's due process decisions would protect "the urban poor, and particularly those who belong to minority groups, 70_ENT ROACH response to pervasive discrimination, and victim impact statements can be offered as the solution to society's poor treatment of crime victims. In the punitive model of victims' rights, the criminal sanction is the primary response to the widespread suffering and subordination recorded by victimization studies.
The recent politics of criminal justice has been a bumpy roller coaster ride. A punitive victims' rights model has continued to rely on the criminal sanction; it has found itself in conflict with due process claims and has failed, despite zero tolerance strategies, to reduce the risk of crime victimization to zero. Concern about crime victims and disadvantaged groups of potential victims has provided a new symbolic and legitimating language for the same old crime control routine of enacting criminal laws, arresting, convicting, and imprisoning a minority of the people who break those laws, and opposing due process claims. Victims' rights have become the new rights-bearing face of crime control. Because they employ the concepts of risks and rights, victims' rights are much more powerful than crime control.
The major improvement over the crime control model is that the dissatisfaction of crime victims and disadvantaged groups is no longer ignored. Unlike the crime control model which revolves around the organizational interests of police and prosecutors, victims' rights takes victim dissatisfaction with the process and the failure to prevent crime seriously. This can make the system reflexively critical. By taking victim satisfaction and security as the measure of its success, punitive versions of victims' rights may have laid the foundation for eventual recognition of the limits of the criminal law in controlling crime. The corporation and the upper middle class home owner with their surveillance cameras and private police have already learned this lesson, but there is a real danger that disadvantaged individuals and groups will be left behind and be forced to rely on a crime control system that fails to control crime and invites due process challenges.
B. THE NON-PUNITIVE MODEL OF VICTIMS' RIGHTS: A CIRCLE MODEL
Another direction for victims' rights is away from the roller coaster of relying on an inadequate criminal sanction and countering due process claims, and towards the prevention of crime and restorative justice once crime has occurred. Both the processes of prevention and restoration can be represented by a circle. One manifestation of the circle may be the gated community with its own private police force. Another example would be a successful neighborhood watch or the self-policing of families and cornmunities. ' Once a crime has occurred, the circle represents processes of healing, compensation, and restorative justice. Normatively, the circle model stresses the needs of victims more than their rights, 1 ' and it seeks to minimize the pain of both victimization and punishment.
Victimization studies revealing high levels of unreported crime are seen more as a failure of social policy than a failure of the criminal justice system to control crime. Unlike in the punitive version of victims' rights, unreported crime is not automatically viewed with suspicion or alarm. Many crime victims are remarkably non-punitive in their decision not to report crime to the police. To be sure, some non-reporting is related to the inadequacy and inhospitality of the criminal justice system and fears of retaliation from offenders. Some victims, however, do not report crimes because they have found a better way to deal with their victimization that may draw upon strategies such as avoidance, shaming, apologies, and informal restitution. They may also judge the matter to be too minor or inconvenient tojustify official intervention, or prefer the privacy, time, and control of nonreporting. Unlike in the punitive victims' rights, crime control, or due process models, the victim's decision not to invoke the criminal process deserves respect unless it can be shown that it only reflects coercion or the inadequacies of the present system. "Only a 'victim-centered' model would prioritize the interests of victims at the expense of the public interest. No-one has yet managed to develop a victim centered model which is also consistent with due process or crime control."' Victims are allowed to define their own interests and their wishes are not pathologized as a product of learned helplessness. 67 The prevalence of non-reporting suggests that a non-punitive victims' rights model shares with the due process model considerable skepticism about the utility of the criminal sanction.
A non-punitive approach is not deferential to traditional crime control strategies and agents, but unlike the punitive model de-centers their importance. Families, schools, employers, town planners, insurers, and those who fail to provide social services and economic opportunities are also responsible for crime. 1 6s The challenge is to jump traditional jurisdictional lines and not to diffuse responsibility too thinly. Crime prevention can be achieved through social development to identify and provide services for those at risk of crime. Early childhood intervention targeting disruptive and anti-social behavior and poor parenting skills may help prevent future crime, 169 as well as blur bright line distinctions between victims and offenders. At the same time, more immediate forms of crime prevention including target hardening, better lighting, information exchange among bureaucracies, and changing high risk activities also play a role. Public health approaches focus much more on the victim than do traditional criminal justice responses which attempt to deter and punish offenders. 17 0 Unlike in the punitive model, there is little ' 67 Lenore Walker's controversial idea that battered women suffer from a syndrome of learned helplessness can inspire policies such as mandatory arrest and prosecution policies which discount the victim's desires in the prosecution process. See generaly LENORE WALKER, THE BATIERED WOMEN (1979); DONALD DOWNS, MORE THAN VICmis: BATiEREDWOMEN, THESYNDRoME SOCIEXYAND THE LAw (1996).
'' See Garland, supra note 140, at 453. The 1985 United Nations Declaration of the Basic Principles ofJustice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power § 4(a) promotes a non-punitive model of victims' rights in part by calling on states "to implement social, health, educational, economic and specific crime prevention policies to reduce victimization and encourage assistance to victims in distress." Id. at § 4. Unlike most domestic victims' bills of rights, it also endorses a holistic, multidisciplinary approach to victimisation by recognizing that "victims should receive the necessary material, medical, psychological and social assistance through governmental, community-based and indigenous means." Id. at § A.14. 
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concern about blaming offenders or victims. Following a public health approach, the non-punitive model recognizes that offenders and victims often come from similar populations and that these populations are disproportionately exposed to harms other 171 than crime. Crime prevention may evolve into a more comprehensive approach to safety, security, and well-being which does not make hard and fast distinctions between the risk of victimization by crime and other harms and risks. 172 Once a crime has been committed, the focus is on reducing the harm it causes through healing, compensation, and restorative justice.' 73 The circle can be closed without any outside intervention as crime victims take their own actions to heal and attempt to prevent the crime in the future. More prosaically, the circle of restoration may simply be a claim on an insurance policy which returns the money the policy-holder invested in insurance premiums1 7 4 When the victim does report crime, the circle can be represented by a process of restorative justice which allows the offender to take responsibility for the crime and attempt to repair the harm done to victims. This is often achieved through informal proceedings such as Aboriginal healing circles,' 75 family conferences, 7 6 and victim-offender reconciliation programs 77 in which all of the actors are seated in a circle. All of these interventions are united by their concern for the welfare of both offenders 171 See generally FATrAH, supra note 12, at 110-28.
'72A non-punitive victims' rights model would also be concerned about the overrepresentation of disadvantaged groups in prison and the victims of state inflicted violence. The United Nations Declaration supports this concern by including those victimized by state officials, as well as private individuals, in its understanding of victims. and victims, informal non-punitive approaches, and wide community participation. The key players in these circles should be the victim, the offender, and their families and supporters-not police, prosecutors, defense lawyers or judges who may appropriate their dispute. 178 Victims play the most crucial role and this gives them some of the power and autonomy that was taken away by the crime. They have the power to decide whether to accept apologies and plans for reparation. In a punitive victims' rights approach, however, they can only make representations to legislators, judges, and administrators who retain the ultimate power to impose punishment. Restorative justice focuses on factual guilt, but explores the reasons why the offender has committed the offense. One reason may be past victimization or deprivation, but this does not produce an "abuse excuse" 1 7 which by leading to a verdict of acquittal denies the suffering of the immediate victim. Restorative justice also marginalizes due process rights by encouraging the offender to accept responsibility for the offense rather than requiring the state to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the offender committed the crime and that the state complied with the offender's legal rights. There is, however, no permanent opposition to due process and it is important that all participants be treated fairly and be allowed to speak. Restorative justice works best if offenders voluntarily participate and accept responsibility for the offense. Offenders already do this in many cases when they plead guilty, and they should be even more willing to do so in a less punitive system. The greater challenge will be persuading victims to participate because they may fear or disdain the offender or have unrealistic expectations about the benefits of a formal trial. Some offenders and/or victims will not participate and trials will be necessary. When offenders do not believe that their activities should be criminal, some of these trials may produce dashes between due process and victims' rights. Although the resulting new political cases are at the core of punitive models of victims' rights, they are at the periphery of a non-punitive one.
Restorative justice provides a genuine alternative to crime control or due process. The latter models focus on the state, either as the primary victim of crime or the perpetrator of rights violations, and largely act upon offenders and victims. The crime control model imposes punishment on the offender while giving the victim at best indirect recognition and no tangible repair. It embraces a model of justice which is "pre-occupied with the past to the detriment of the future."' 8 The due process model in turn encourages the offender to deny responsibility for the crime and because of its professional and adversarial orientation alienates the offender, the victim and the larger community. It focuses on rights to the exclusion of duties, including the duty to repair the harm. 1 Although some feminists lend support to the punitive model by their focus on criminal law reform to increase the likelihood of punishment, others eschew punitive strategies. Carol Smart has criticized criminal justice reforms which "make women embrace their victim status more warmly."' 82 Although violence against women cannot be ignored, Smart would be skeptical of punitive strategies which empower police and prosecutors and link women and children as passive victims. Laureen Snider similarly has argued that "[b]y focusing feminist energies on villains and victims, political and theoretical attention is directed away from tactics with greater potential to empower and ameliorate.""' She advocates a move away from the emphasis on "injuries and punishment [which] has its origins in anger " '" towards "non-punitive actions that directly and indirectly alleviate human suffering...
[and] promote healing rather than punishment." 1"5 Feminists who stress the importance of relationships also could support restorative justice because of its emphasis on "informality, an emphasis on familial relationships and emotional maturity rather As demonstrated by their frequent decisions not to report crime, victims can be non-punitive and their practical interests may not always be in punishment. Protecting victims through crime prevention and restorative justice could create genuine altematives to crime control and due process. These changes will probably not be heralded by a legislative act or ajudicial decision. They will generally occur at the local level with increased reliance on public and private forms of crime prevention, victim-offender reconciliation, family conferencing, and Aboriginal justice. These interventions have the potential to take power and control away from the criminal justice professionals who dominate the crime control and due process models. Because it involves victims and communities and does not deny that crime has occurred, restorative justice may have a better decriminalization potential than due process. Retributive approaches may reinforce anger and a sense of victimhood; reparative approaches instead can help victims move beyond anger and beyond a sense of powerlessness. Reparative or restorative justice can secure public acknowledgement and condemnation of the wrong, although through mechanisms that differ from prosecution, conviction, and punishment of wrongdoers. Restorative justice can also afford victims the position of relative power represented by the capacity to forgive-whether or not the individual victims proceed then to forgive particular perpetrators. Where victims do forgive, it is as much for their own healing and embrace of a future without rage as it is for the benefit of the offender. 18 Martha Minow has observed that "most feminists are not among those advocating forgiving, restorative approaches towards offenders who commit violence against women, or other kinds of violent crime." Minow, supra note 186, at 974.
A non-punitive model of victims' rights may also address some concerns about the use of the term "victim." A focus on punishment tends to concentrate on what happened in the past and define a person by his or her past victimization. On the other hand, concerns about restoration and prevention look to the future and make room for healing, empowerment, forgiveness, and a richer and dynamic identity for crime victims that is not limited by being a victim who demands increased punishment. The use of punishment to express solidarity with victims often shatters a social consensus about the need to respect those who have suffered harms and wrongs. Very few can ignore the need to support those who have lost their loved ones to murder, but reasonable people can disagree about the amount of punishment that is appropriate or necessary or whether victim impact statements should be allowed in capital cases.'9 Few people would disagree with the urgent need to respond to widespread sexual and domestic assault of women and children, but there can be reasonable disagreements about restrictions on the accused's right to call evidence and mandatory charge policies. Less punitive approaches can give those who have been victimized in the past more power and support than crime control measures which, while increasingly undertaken in the name of victims, often affirm the powers of criminal justice professionals and frequently collide with due process claims.
VI. CONCLUSION I have critically assessed Packer's crime control and due process models of the criminal process and articulated new models based on punitive and non punitive forms of victims' rights. It is tempting to suggest that the crime control model represents our past; the due process and the punitive victims' right models compete in the present and the future depends on whether punitive or non-punitive fonns of victims' rights dominate. True to Packer's original warning, however, any actual system of criminal justice is bound to reflect aspects of all of the models. STUD. 163, 171-80 (1997) . be a continued need for punishment and incapacitation in the worst cases and continued conflict between due process and victims' rights. Much will depend on when punitive responses are deemed necessary and if crime prevention and restorative justice are accepted as legitimate responses to crime.
The punitive victims' rights model is new because it employs rights and risk to justify the criminal sanction, but otherwise it is quite similar to the old crime control model. It replicates Packer's assumption that the criminal law controls crime and his battle between due process and crime control (the latter now reconceived and strengthened as victims' rights). Non-punitive approaches, however, avoid Packer's mistakes by not relying on punishment to control crime, by treating peopie fairly and as responsible citizens in non-adversarial proceedings, and by seeking to reconcile the interests of offenders, victims and their communities through restorative justice and crime prevention.
The future of criminal justice may largely depend on how victims' rights evolve. The well-trodden path leads towards the criminal sanction and more victim-sensitive prosecutions as a means to protect and recognize crime victims and potential victims. Its dangers are more symbolic and divisive battles over the primacy of the rights of the accused and the victim and the reproduction of the false assumption that the criminal law controls crime. A less traveled, but more promising, path leads towards increased emphasis on crime prevention and restorative justice. Its dangers are disrupting the monopoly of criminal justice professionals and abandoning traditional assumptions about the criminal law. Its benefits are minimizing new political cases which pit due process against victims' rights and providing crime victims and offenders, their families and communities, a greater role in constructively responding to crime. Both paths have their place, but the non-punitive path is in danger of being neglected, disparaged, and even abandoned.
Due process protections have not decreased prison populations in either Canada or the United States. They remain a necessary, but not a sufficient means to protect liberty and prevent domination. Victims' rights emerged in the last two decades as the new means to legitimate crime control, including its very shaky assumption that the criminal law controls crime, and to counter due process claims in the new political case. Victims' rights supported the tendency in an age of fiscal restraint and disillusionment to criminalize politics by offering criminal justice reforms as the answer to society's ills.
Nevertheless, this punitive trajectory was not uniform or inevitable. Victimization studies and concerns for victims made the system more reflexively critical of its ability to achieve safety and security. Such information can marginalize crime control bureaucracies' self-validating emphasis on clearance and conviction rates. High levels of unreported crime and victim dissatisfaction can be constructed to create demands for criminal justice reform, but they can also inspire intervenions which placed less reliance on criminal prosecutions and punishment and more emphasis on crime prevention and restorative justice.
There is irony in my optimistic conclusion that non-punitive forms of victims' rights could lead to less reliance on the criminal sanction. Thirty-five years ago, Herbert Packer made the very same prediction about due process and much of this paper was devoted to explaining why he was wrong. Due process has proven to be consistent with increased crime control as measured by expanding prison populations. Seeing victims' rights as a means to decrease reliance on the criminal sanction may be repeating Packer's mistake, but in a much more obvious manner. Victims' rights could not only be consistent with increased crime control, but could enable and legitimate punitive outcomes much more directly than due process. My pessimistic conclusion is that victims' rights will continue as the new and improved face of crime control.
Yet there are reasons to be optimistic about developments which include victims, but do not rely on punishment. Corporations and the advantaged already invest in crime prevention which does not rely on state imposed punishment. The disadvantaged must not be left to rely on the false promise of crime control and to fight new political cases to defend a criminal sanction that unfortunately does not control crime. Developmental forms of crime prevention resist the criminalization of politics by recognizing some of the early determinants of crime and linkages be-tween crime and social and economic deprivation. When crime has been committed, family conferences, Aboriginal justice, and victim-offender reconciliation all make room for victims without relying on punishment or producing divisive and symbolic battles between victims' rights and due process.
The victims of crime should no longer be ignored. In the worlds of prosecutions and punishment, they can be informed and consulted, but will have little real decision-making power. Some victims' rights will be recognized, but they will often be pitted against due process rights. In the worlds of crime prevention and restorative justice, however, victims and potential victims of crime, may find more decision-making power and less opposition. Hopefully they-all of us ultimately-can find more security and satisfaction.
